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Annotatsiya - Maqolada quyidagi ma’lumotlar ta’kidlab o’tilgan, Dastur

bu

berilgan algoritmga asoslangan biror bir algoritmik tilda yozilgan ko‘rsatmalar, ya’ni
buyruqlar yoki operatorlar to‘plamidir. Algoritmlarni to‘g‘ridan-to‘g‘ri kompyuterga
kiritib yechib bo‘lmagani sabab ularni biror bir algoritmik tilga o‘tkaziladi.
Kalit so'zlar: dastur, algoritmik til, operatorlar, kompyuter, dasturiy ta'minot,
dastur kodlarini yozish, dasturchi, dasturlash texnologiyalari.
Аннотация - В статье освещается следующая информация, Программа
написана на алгоритмическом языке на основе заданных инструкций алгоритма,
то есть набора команд или операторов. Алгоритмы Одним из них является то, что
они

не

могут

быть

загружены

непосредственно

на

компьютерном

алгоритмическом языке.
Ключевые слова: программа, алгоритмический язык, операторы, компьютер,
программное

обеспечение,

написание

программных

кодов,

программист,

технологии программирования.
Abstract – The article highlights the following information, A program is written
in an algorithmic language based on a given algorithm instructions, that is, a set of
commands or operators. Algorithms One of them is that they can't be downloaded
directly to a computer algorithmic language.
Key words: program, algorithmic language, operators, computer, software, writing
program codes, programmer, Programming technologies.
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Introduction: Programming is the process of creating a program, and the
following steps are required to create it will be printed:
- Check if the problem can be programmed;
- Select or process the algorithm of the problem;
- Writing commands;
- Check software errors;
- Testing [22].
Programming is the process of creating a program, which consists of the
following steps consists of [12]:
• program requirements;
• selection or development of a problem algorithm;
• writing program codes (texts, commands);
• Software editing and testing.
The word program is also a separate block of commands (given code) a
descriptive word that identifies both the executable software product as a whole used as
a word. This diversity can be confusing for the reader. So clarity to him we enter. That is,
commands written by a program or programmer a set, or a computer product that
performs actions[1].
Literature review: Programming technologies in response to software crises are
emerging programming technologies [2]. This is the cause of the crisis that is, the degree
of complexity of structural programming methods unable to create software for growing
issues remained. As a result, plans for various projects have been disrupted the costs
exceeded the established budget, the functionality of the software broken, errors
increased[13].
One of the most important aspects of software is its complexity degree. A
programmer should take into account all the features of the system can not. Therefore,
the programmer and others in its development a large team of experts will participate.
So that's the problem to the complexities that are directly related to the work of this team
purposeful management is also included[3].
Developers have studied a particular area and its specific objects separated. It
can be used to solve problems for objects features have been identified. Perform on each
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feature as needed possible actions have been identified. Then there are the realities of
the industry under study developed a software object that is compatible with the
object[4].
Analysis: As you know, for every problem that can be solved with the help of a
computer special software development is required. Such a class of issues expansion
will inevitably lead to the creation of new programs, new "old" programming languages
do not have the ability to create programs or new to improve the application creation
process programming language is needed[14]. This issue is definitely qualified and
experienced solved by programmers or groups of programmers. That's the programmers
Cultivation is one of the most important issues for computer science teachers today
calculated[5].
What do you need to focus on to become a good programmer?
Over time, the challenges facing programmers change. Twenty years ago,
programs processed large amounts of data were salts for. In this case, both the author of
the program and its user required to be a computer professional. And now a lot has
changed. More with his computer people who have no understanding of hardware and
software working. The computer is not a tool for people to study it in depth, more
concerned with their own affairs has become a problem-solving tool[6].
Let this new generation of users work with applications simplification increases
the complexity of these programs themselves. Modern applications - a high level of
user-friendliness a large number of windows, menus, dialogs, and visuals must have an
interface consisting of graphical environments[7]. Changing the demand for
programming is not just about changing languages, it's about changing it technology has
also changed. This begs the question: what does it take to be a good programmer?
Here are some things to look for when selecting yours:
1. Must have a thorough knowledge of mathematics;
2. Must be able to work as a team;
3. Must be fluent in English;
4. Must be able to sit still and be patient[8].
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What resources should be used to learn programming?
We need to use the following resources to learn programming:
1. Textbook or lecture notes on programming;
2. A set of programming problems[24];
3. Video course on the basics of programming;
4. The person or source who answers your questions;
5. Applications that check the correctness or incorrectness of the created program.
Discussion:

Object-oriented

programming

technologies.

Object-oriented

programming is so new that is, the software system as a set of interconnected objects
and each object belongs to a specific class and each class is thought to form some kind
of tree. Separate class as a set of data and a set of actions to be performed on them
considered[23]. To the elements of this class only through the actions defined in that
class can apply. The information in the program and what to do with it the
interrelationships between operations relative to traditional programming languages
ensures the reliability of software systems. Object-oriented the most basic concept of
programming is object and class[25].
Object. In terms of apricot programming terminology in front of us let's see, in
traditional programming, we have studied it in parts: S-apricot the surface of the skin, J
is the volume of apricot juice, F is the fruit between the skins weight, D-grain weight,
etc. Now to that apricot through the eyes of an artist let's see. The picture of the apricot
is not a fruit, but a flat apricot is an image in the plane. It is something that is separate
and unrelated consisted of several pieces of data located in the data segment cannot be
abstracted in appearance[9]. Apricot components are always together and while
maintaining the interactions between these components considered. An object is
everything that belongs to an element in the apricot tree in which we live information
and behaviors that could be performed on that element represents actions and consists of
complete abstraction of data will be This information and behavior is object-oriented
programming in terminology, respectively, is called a property and a method. Feature
also called the area of the object. [18] Of objects structure represents their relationship.
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Class. Each object belongs to some class. Class - this is a complex structure that
includes data, procedures, and functions in addition to expressions, execution on objects
that represent classes also takes possible actions. Class information, fields, procedures
and functions are called methods[22]. The structure of the class, The concept is also
important. It demonstrates the richness of tools within the system does. As you know,
this is to study the process of photosynthesis in a leaf it is enough to see one cell in a leaf,
because the rest of the cells are the same behaves like this studied cell. We also belong
to a class, type or department when we look at an object that belongs to us, we can
assume that it is its behavior will be the same as for other objects of the same type [21].
Object-oriented programming is similar to our behavior represents the
programming method. He is in the development of programming languages is a natural
evolution of innovation. It's all previous programming trying to abstract data in a more
structured way than languages is more abstract and modular.
Object-oriented programming has three main features characterized by [21]:
1. Encapsulation - operations on records on the fields of these records together
with the functions and procedures to be performed goes Encapsulation also has the
principle of concealment. This means that is, to perform actions that can be performed
on the object tools are hidden from the eyes of programmers who use this object. The
programmer can only work with certain methods and fields of this object[10]. In other
words, all fields and techniques are divided into internal and external groups will be
divided. The internal members of an object are "invisible" to the programmer, and the
behavior of the object and identifies capabilities, and external members are "visible" to
the programmer, and object management. Appears to the object programmer, methods
and fields (properties) to help manage the object is called the interface of the object. The
programmer has to work with the object it is enough to know the interface. For example,
learning to drive a car for the principle of operation of its engine, turning the wheels,
brakes no need to study the mechanism, turn the steering wheel, pedal or gearbox it is
enough to know how to press the lever[12].
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2. Inheritance - in advance when there is a need to identify a new object use of
known objects. Participate in the creation of objects themselves can inherit the
characteristics and behaviors of adult objects. The OYD concept introduces new fields
into existing classes, new fields, also allow you to create by adding features and
techniques. New such a method of organizing classes is called generating. In this case
the resulting new class is a feature of its base parent class and inherits techniques. For
example, you can take the class of insects. It is divided into two groups: winged and
wingless. To winged insects butterflies, flies, butterflies, etc. are included. Therefore,
flies needless to say, it was a winged class inherits from the class of winged insects[13].
3. Polymorphism is the naming of an action and its associated objects use in the
lower and upper parts of the tree. In this case, each of the trees the object performs this
action in a way that is unique to it. Polymorphism is this is the ability to use the same
names for methods that fall into different classes[20]. This is when the concept of
polymorphism is applied to an object provides the use of a method that corresponds to
the class of the object. The Object Pascal programming language is specific to objectoriented programming can provide all the tools[17]: structuralism, modularity, great
abstraction. This all the features are very simple and easy to maintain had a stronger
structure that could be adapted to other situations is reflected in the codes[14].
Object-oriented programming has been traditional for many years aside from the
typical assumptions of standardized programming requires As a result, object-oriented
programming is much simpler, high visibility and many software development issues
becomes a very great tool for solving[15].
Given the above points, it is object-oriented programming technologies can solve
the following problems:
• Troubleshoot traditional programming languages;
• Cannot be solved using traditional programming languages or is too large solve
problems that may be difficult to solve[16];
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• The range of data that can be processed and their types is traditional much broader
than programming languages;
• Create a user-friendly communication interface;
• different types of input and output data[19];
• Easily organize new types of data, classes and modules, and data control;
• Different levels of sound and using multimedia and animation tools generation
and processing of motion effects;
• Perform operations on the database and its contents, SQL[10,11]

Conclusion There are a lot of issues like searching for information using surveys
Easy to solve;
• Designed for the WINDOWS environment using the work with objects in
applications;
• To use user-generated software creation of auxiliary reference system;
• Software installer to transfer software to other computers creates disks;
• Possible errors in the organization of the program text performance problem
solving, etc.
Apparently, traditional programming languages solve problems to the object a large
gap that can occur when solving using complemented by state-of-the-art programming
technologies and modern meets many programming requirements.
So, higher education abandoned traditional programming languages in their home
countries and focused on the object it is recommended to switch to training in
programming technologies.
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